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Our initial desire in organising this event 
was to provide a small platform within 
Manchester and Salford for the coming 
together of the often separate realms of 
visual art and performance. To a degree 
this intention turned into a more fluid 
approach to cross-disciplinarity that lead 
us to invite a collection of artists whose 
practice, albeit belonging to more or 
less specific disciplines and networks, 
likes to locate itself in the interstices of 
forms: somewhere between installation, 
performance, text and sound. 

Our title for the event stems from Studs Terkel’s aural 
history project Working – People Talk About What They 
Do All Day and How They Feel About What They Do - a 
thick volume of interviews with blue and white collar 
workers in 1970’s USA filled with an overriding sense of 
anger and melancholia with regards to the meaningless 
and undignified conditions of their labour. Thinking 
through the relationship of contemporary artistic practices 
to questions of alienated labour and actual pleasure, we 
began to assemble a collection of works that employed 
strategies of doing, drifting and dreaming as a means 
to subvert and critique dominant structures of everyday 
life. Taking the title as a poetic framework, as opposed to 
designating a structural and discursive whole, we readily 
submitted the curatorial process to drifting. 

Indeed, the drift became the overriding link between the 
works on display. 

Drifting took the form of playful usages and alterations 
of public space in Fort’s video documentation of their 
durational Berlin performance The Golden Rule and 
Claire Blundell Jones’ live leaf-blower action Tumble 
Weed through the Wild West of Salford. Textual and 
structural drifting was at work in Phil Stanier’s opening 
speech Prologue, which constantly subverted itself 
through a digression from its anticipated sense, and in 
David Williams’s associative textual assemblage that 
sought to make new connections between a range of 
seemingly unrelated people, places, times and events whilst 
constituting a reflection on the method of the drift itself. 

A similar process of associative assembling, but 
this time in the more dream-like realm of found images, 
was at work in the shifting visual landscapes of Sian 
Robinson Davies’ Picture Object Performance. On yet 
another level, this time in the realm of sound, Juneau 
Brothers transformed fragments of technology into the 
drifting sounds of “analogue stags and digital beetles” 
and The Grubby Mitts presented an eclectic soundscape 
“collaged out of scraps and fragments of melody, as if 
remembered from the night before, or heard floating 
down fro m a window and taken up as a hum by someone 
passing by on the street below.” 1 

The works collectively hinted at a general structure 
that pertained to the drift as an action that puts the 
drifter into new relationships to what is given, whether 
cityscapes, conventional grammars, inherited histories 
or found images, objects and fragments of sound. Such a 
relational endeavour was furthermore at play in the works 
exhibited throughout the Mill that directly engaged with 
institutional archives. Cupola Bobber’s video installation 
The Field, The Mantel constituted an embodiment of 
the entire Library of Congress Classification Schedule 
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that exposed the somewhat insignificant value of the 
singular subject when inserted into the vast accumulation 
of classified and archived human knowledge, the efforts 
of the action further reflecting the limits of a lifetime 
with regards to our desires of making sense. Maurice 
Carlin’s T-shirt Exchange offered visitors the chance to 
spontaneously exchange their own T-shirt, top or shirt 
for a once-removed replica of old protest T-shirts held at 
Salford’s Working Class Movement Library whilst Ruth 
Beale’s Clarion Epic presented reflections on a journey to 
Liverpool following the history of the socialist Clarionette 
cyclists. Shown alongside Ruth Ewan’s archive of material 
relating to her 2007 project Did you kiss the foot that 
kicked you? - a week long series of unannounced music 
performances throughout London, involving over one 
hundred buskers performing Salford born Ewan MacColl’s 
1964 song The Ballad of Accounting - these works 
constituted endeavours to re-produce, re-assemble and 
reflect upon a history of protest movements deeply rooted 
in the local area of Salford and the region of the North 
West. They did so through subtle attempts to reinsert 
something of the past into the present for the sake of 
testing out its possible future. 

We also tried to approach a less drifting notion of do-
ing and a wholeheartedly positive account of labour through 
a series of skills workshops, which offered an opportunity to 
enjoy unexploited labour in the company of others as well as 
to learn how to bake your own bread, knit yourself a winter 
accessory and write your own (protest) song.

The divergent threads of the weekend were brought 
together in a durational Radio Show performance hosted 
by Pete Harrison. Interviewing each artist Pete navigated 
through the works on display and further reflected on the 
overall themes of the weekend.

Be Glad For The Song Has No End, 
Andy Holden, Wysing Arts Centre, 
September 2010
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r u t h  b e a l e 
Ruth Beale’s practice takes the form of action-research into historical 

and social discourses, investigating cultural, epistemological and pedagogical 
concerns through discursive events, performance and drawing, as well as the 
collection and re-presentation of archive material. Recent projects include the 
solo show WHAT I BELIEVE (A Polemical Collection) at Space, London, the 
publication of a series of New Sixpenny Pamphlets and contributions to the group 
show The Mulberry Tree Press at SE8 Gallery, London. Since February 2008 she 
has been hosting Miss B’s Salons, themed discussion events at private and public 
venues including the ICA, Camden Arts Centre and Whitechapel Gallery.

c u p o l a  b o b b e r
Cupola Bobber is a collaboration between Stephen Fiehn and Tyler B. 

Myers. Founded in 2000 they have created four evening length performances, 
working slowly out of their studio on the west side of Chicago. They have 
performed in multiple venues in Chicago, Portland and New York, as well as 
toured internationally. Alongside evening-length performances, their work 
encompasses video, durational performance, and published writing. In 2008, 
they were the recipients of an International Fellowship at Nuffield Theatre, 
Lancaster University.

m a u r i c e  c a r l i n
Maurice Carlin makes work that explores the history of places, 

people and organisations from the material remnants of their existence. He is 
the co-founder of Islington Mill Art Academy, a free self-organised art school. 
The Academy seeks to experiment with the possibilities for new structures 
of content, infrastructure and finance of art education outside traditional 
academic settings. Since its inception in 2007 the Academy has undertaken 
residencies in Cumbria, Berlin and Glasgow, written for Frieze and Art 
Monthly as well as worked with galleries such as Transmission, Glasgow, 
Arnolfini, Bristol and ICA, London.

s i â n  r o b i n s o n  d av i e s
Siân Robinson Davies is a solo performance artist working in the UK 

and Germany. Sian has previously produced work, amongst other places, for 
Whitstable Biennale, Preview Berlin, Radiator Festival, Nottingham and East 
End Collaboration, London. She has also been one of four hosts of the Berlin 
based performance art network Performer Stammtisch, a forum for the exchange 
of artistic practices, processes and strategies. Her work assembles fragile and 
humorous visual narratives out of intricate manipulations of objects, materials 
and found images.

r u t h  e wa n
Ruth Ewan’s practice is concerned with the control and circulation of 

radical ideas, often working with active participants during the development 
of her works. By working with popular forms of expression such as memorable 
songs or protest imagery, she restages the circulation of ideologies. Recent solo 
shows and projects include Moderately Wrathful for Art Sheffield 2010, A 
Jukebox of People Trying to Change the World, Ancient and Modern, London, 
Fang Sang, Nought to Sixty, ICA, London and Did You Kiss the Foot that 
Kicked You? Artangel, London. Recent group shows include Younger Than 
Jesus at New Museum, New York, Come in, friends, the house is yours!, 
Künstlerhaus Stuttgart, and Altermodern: Tate Triennial at Tate Britain. 
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f o r t
The artist collective FORT, Claudia Heidorn, Anna Jandt, Jenny 

Kropp and Alberta Niemann, work with a system of references using 
documentary, objects, stories and the public to construct surreal pockets of space 
within everyday environments. In their installations and engineered spaces, 
Fort construct precise interiors with conscious references made through the 
choice and placement of objects, transforming the everyday into a site of poetic 
and surreal encounter. They have created installations for the KW Institute For 
Contemporary Art, Berlin, Sequences Real Time Art Festival, Reykjavik and 
Museum Of Modern Art, Warsaw.

t h e  g r u b b y  m i t t s
Fronted by visual artist Andy Holden, The Grubby Mitts are a 

collection of musicians hailing from Holden’s hometown in Bedfordshire. 
Taking lyrics and refrains from unlikely sources The Grubby Mitts create 
eclectic, rhythmical and layered soundscapes that are brought to epic 
conclusions. Live shows incorporate specially made video and films drawing 
upon Holden’s sculptural works. Andy Holden was selected for Frieze 
Magazine’s Emerging Artists of 2008 and has recently produced a solo 
exhibition as part of the Art Now series at Tate Britain. He has exhibited 
widely both internationally and throughout the UK with exhibitions at 
Kunstfort, Vijfhuizen, Netherlands, Hex Projects, London, Gallery 54, Toronto, 
Wysing Arts Center, Cambridge, and Frankfurter Kunstverein, Germany. Most 
recently Andy conceived and organized the artist music festival Be Glad For The 
Song Has No End at Wysing Art Centre, Cambridge.

p e t e  h a r r i s o n
Pete Harrison explores the significance of place and social ecologies 

through performance, writing and teaching. He is a founding member of arts 
collective Propeller. Propeller’s practice is multi-disciplinary and underpinned 
by continuous research into perception, orientation and ecology. Propeller’s first 
book, Five Rooms, was published by ACTS OF LANGUAGE in September 2009. 
Pete is a long-term collaborator with PLATFORM, a pioneering arts and social 
justice organization.

a i d e n  j o l l y
Aiden Jolly is a musician whose compositions are firmly rooted in the 

communities within which he works. He is a core member of Virtual Migrants, 
a Manchester based digital arts association. Their most recent work Buy 
This was shown at Arnolfini, Bristol as part of a series of works curated by 
PLATFORM in 2009.

c l a i r e  b l u n d e l l  j o n e s 
As a performance artist, Claire Blundell Jones makes work for 

unsuspecting audiences, playfully exploring relationships with places and 
strangers through subtle alterations of the everyday. Her Kissing Project, “an 
interruption of tenderness”, was commissioned by Tate Liverpool and subsequently 
performed at Live Art Falmouth and various locations throughout Leeds.

j u n e a u  p r o j e c t s 
Juneau Projects was formed in 2001 by Philip Duckworth and Ben 

Sadler. The majority of their work has participatory elements and involves 
projection, sound, music, animation and installation. They are particularly 
interested in the rapidly increasing speed of technological development and its 
associated obsolescence, in relation and juxtaposition with notions of handmade 
objects and artefacts. Juneau projects have exhibited both nationally and 
internationally at galleries including Tate Britain, London, Ikon, Birmingham, 
Hayward Gallery, London and PS1, New York. Juneau Brothers is Juneau 
Projects music collaboration with Joe Weldon. The band build and play their own 
homemade electronic instruments to sound like analogue stags and digital beetles.

p h i l  s t a n i e r 
Philip Stanier is the Artistic Director of The Strange Names Collective 

and Programme Leader for Contemporary Performance at the University of 
Winchester. His performance work employs a variety of techniques including 
biographical writing, photography, video and audience participation resulting in 
intelligent and humorous live-art events. He regularly works with collaborators 
Rachel Gomme, Kevin Egan, Suzy Harvey, Gillian Lees, and Michael 
Pinchbeck. His work includes How to Kill an Audience, selected for The 
National Review of Live Art, Testimonial, commissioned for Chelsea Theatre, 
the 24 hour durational solo performance Long Term Happiness and the most 
recent nationally touring performance piece The Gratitude of Monsters.

d av i d  w i l l i a m s
David Williams is a Reader in Drama and Theatre at Royal 

Holloway University, London. His research – both scholarly and practical – is 
focused on contemporary performance theory and practice. Alongside teaching, 
David has worked as a director, dramaturg, performer, writer, editor, journalist 
and translator. He is currently the dramaturg for Lone Twin Theatre, and 
co-editor of a forthcoming book about Lone Twin’s work. Other performance 
collaborators, in dance and theatre, have included Pete Brooks and Insomniac 
Theatre, choreographers Emilyn Claid and Jane Mason, Forced Entertainment, 
and residencies as guest artist with the Goat Island Summer School in Chicago. 
He has been a Contributing Editor with the journal Performance Research 
since its inception in the mid-1990s, and an Associate Editor with Writings on 
Dance (Australia).

u l t i m a t e  h o l d i n g  c o m pa n y
Ultimate Holding Company is an artist collective exploring social 

relationships and the environment. Through developing artist led projects UHC 
aims to foster collaborations between diverse individuals that inform community 
growth and development. UHC are further committed to sustainable practices, 
responsible business and grassroots creative collaboration.
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a r t ya r n   
ArtYarn is a collaborative knitting and crochet project coordinated by 

visual artist Rachael Elwell. ArtYarn formed in 2008 and continue to collaborate 
with local community groups, worldwide knitting and crochet networks and 
arts organisations to create gallery installations, public arts projects and 
creative craft workshops. ArtYarn are inspired by the versatility of knitting 
and crochet as an artistic media, as well as the traditional technical aspects of 
knitting and crochet.

c l a i r e  m o o n e y
Claire Mooney is a musician, community artist, songwriter and radio 

presenter. She has written music for a number of commissions including Dancing 
with Dilemmas, a dance project for Prestwich Hospital, City of Dreams, a BBC 
Radio 4 play with MIND Arts Project, Stockport and Garden of Delight at the 
Manchester International Arts Festival. Since 2009 she has entertained listeners 
of the BBC North West’s Late Show with her topical songs and has co-presented 
Citizen Manchester’s LGBT programme for BBC Radio

Thanks to Bill, Maurice, Duncan and 
Rivca (Islington Mill), Tracy Crossly 
(University of Salford), Quarantine 
Theatre Company, Andrea Bushell 
(Salford Council) and Arts Council 
of England. 
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